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 The Center Invites Local Companies for “Reports on
Practical Training in Die and Molding Technology / Masters
Students Research Presentations”
 Students Present at the Seventh Student Die & Mold Grand
Prix at INTERMOLD 2015 (Die & Mold Exhibition 2015, April
16 at Tokyo Big Sight)
– As a hub for “knowledge,” the Center contributes to the local community by offering
manufacturing education and technological development in the die and mold field. –
The Center for Advanced Die Engineering and Technology (Professor Minoru Yamashita, Director) at Gifu University
(Location: Yanagido, Gifu City, Gifu Prefecture; Hisataka Moriwaki, President) invited local companies and municipal
government officials to attend the “Reports on Practical Training in Die and Molding Technology / Masters Students
Research Presentations,” where undergraduate students presented the dies they had designed and built as a culmination of
their studies over the past half year, and graduate students who belong to the Center introduced their research. Students
will also present these dies at INTERMOLD 2015 (the 26th Metal Stamping Technology Exhibition / Die & Mold 2015),
which opens at Tokyo Big Sight on April 15, 2015 (with the announcement of prize winners on April 16).
Center for Advanced Die Engineering and Technology at Gifu University
URL: http://www1.gifu-u.ac.jp/gcadet/
 The Center for Advanced Die Engineering and Technology
Having been chosen as a recipient of funds from the Adjustment Funds for the Promotion of Science and Technology
project by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, the Center for Advanced Die Engineering
and Technology was established on the campus of Gifu University on July 1, 2006, as a knowledge hub that continuously
and steadily advances and passes on die molding technology, as well as fostering creative and motivated young engineers.
Through production of highly-skilled human resources for the industrial world by offering students practical education in
the die molding field, continuing education for local engineers, and collaborative research with corporations, the Center
strongly supports the promotion of manufacturing in the local community and in Japan.
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Die Designing

Product Designing

Education on Manufacturing Processes
+ Creativity Education Through
Research and Development =
Development of Human Resources with
Immediate Strategic Value

 Educational Programs
Die
In an attempt to produce highly-skilled practicing managers in the
Manufacturing
field of manufacturing die molds, the Center has organized an
educational program specializing in die molding for senior
Practical
undergraduate students and master’s course students, offering
Education
them a comprehensive education in manufacturing processes and
Focusing on
PDCA
developing their creativity through research and development.
We also offer an education in die molding mainly for engineers
working at local companies in collaboration with the local
chamber of commerce.
Molding
Practical education requires CAD/CAE software and numerical
Measurement
controlled machine tools for die machining of the same level as
Die molding educational program with injection
those used by corporations. The Center has received donations in
molding as an example
the form of the latest numerically controlled machine tools and
molding machines worth a total of 300 million yen from many
corporations. In Japan, only Gifu University has the educational environment that enables advanced practical training
using these machines and tools.

 Business-Academia Collaboration
We conduct research projects in collaboration with manufacturers
(approximately 20 projects per year) by engaging with local
companies in the “Support Project for Enhancement of Strategic
Base Technology” (commonly called “Sapo-In” or Supporting
Industry Project) offered by the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and
Industry.
On January 27 this year, we formally launched the Next Generation
Die Workshop (some two-dozen die molding companies and our
University). By consulting on technologies, providing information,
and conducting technological seminars, we will be supporting the
technological development of corporations.

Collaborative Research &
Technological Development Support

University

Companies

 Reports on Practical Training in Die and Molding (March 5) (Die Molding Exhibited at INTERMOLD Technology and
Masters Students Research Presentations)
This meeting was held with many attendees from local organizations and companies (51 from corporations, 5 from municipal
governments and public research organizations, 1 from a non-profit organization, and 55 from our campus, with a total of 112), with
the following schedule.
Schedule
1) 12:50 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Registration at die and molding factory, and exhibition of dies and
molded products to be exhibited.
2) 1:35 p.m. to 1:40 p.m.
Greetings from the Center Director, and report on center activity.
3) 1:40 p.m. to 3:10 p.m.
Reports on practical training in die and molding (presentations by under
graduate students)
Presentations by three teams focusing on press dies, injection dies, and
molding dies respectively, followed by exchange of opinions.
Exhibition at die and mold factory
4) 3:10 p.m. to 4:10 p.m.
(Students explain the manufacturing process.)
Lecture “Cutting-edge manufacturing led by die technology” by
Professor Hiroshi Yamagata of the Center
5) 4:10 p.m. to 4:50 p.m.
Research presentations (by posters, by first-year graduate students)
The press-die and the injection-die teams presented their dies to be
exhibited at INTERMOLD. In the presentations, students explained to
the attendees at the factory the processes of making the dies and the
products that they had designed and built as a culmination of their
studies from October to February. The theme of the press die molding
team was a “bell,” a familiar object, while the theme of the injection die
molding team was a “tea bag rest.” Both teams faced challenges in die
design and precision machining.
Attendees including representatives from corporations asked them
A presentation on die manufacturing
questions and made valuable comments regarding die design and
forming. In the poster presentations on master’s dissertations, first-year
graduate students stood by their own posters to explain the purpose of their research and details.
Theme of the press die team “The Bell” and a set of forming dies.
Left: Completed product
(Press formed and caulked
product)
Center: Press molding
Right: Forming dies of all
stages
Theme of the injection die team “The Tea Bag Rest” and its die
Left: Completed
product (tea bag rest)
Center: Injection
molding
Right: Mold dies
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 Future Development of Educational Programs
We are planning to build on the current program of developing die molding professionals to develop it into a community-based
program for die molding professionals who create innovations. We will be offering a new educational program that incorporates 3D
printers to undergraduate students in master’s course.
Our plan for undergraduate students in their senior year is to build and implement a program with practical training incorporating die
manufacturing that follows the flow of the production process from design to manufacturing using 3D printers. For graduate students,
we will be implementing a practical education program in which they will visit the workplaces of local companies to join their
engineers for development of new products and technologies, in addition to the current practical education projects on campus.
 INTERMOLD 2015 (The 26th Metal Stamping Technology Exhibition)
INTERMOLD 2015 (The 26th Metal Stamping Technology Exhibition) is an exhibition specializing in the latest die processing
technologies, and is held every year alternately in Tokyo (Tokyo Big Sight) and in Osaka (Intex Osaka). Our University participates
in the “Seventh Student Die & Mold Grand Prix” (we have been participating every year since the first year of the event) sponsored
by the Japan Die & Mold Industry Association and held at this exhibition. Our students will be presenting the developed process and
the product.
Name of Event: INTERMOLD 2015 (The 26th Metal Stamping Technology Exhibition) / Die & Mold Exhibition 2015
Date: Wednesday, April 15 to Saturday, April 18, 2015
Sponsor: Japan Die & Mold Industry Association
Time: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (till 4:00 p.m. on the last day the 18th)
Operator: INTERMOLD Association
Venue: Tokyo Big Sight (3-10-1 Ariake, Koto-ku, Tokyo 135-0063)
Official Website: http://intermold.jp
List of Donated Machines and Donors

Manufacturer: DMG Mori Seiki Co., Ltd.
Model: 5-Axis Control Machining Center
Model Number: NMV1500DCG
Donor: DMG Mori Seiki Co., Ltd.

Manufacturer: Nissei Plastic Industrial Co., Ltd.
Model: Electric High-Performance Injection
Molding Machine
Model Number: NEX110-12E
Donor: Nissei Plastic Industrial Co., Ltd.

Manufacturer: Makino Milling Machine
Co., Ltd.
Model: General-Purpose Milling Machine
Model Number: KE55

Manufacturer: Sodick Co., Ltd.
Model: Linear Motor Drive Wire-Cut EDM
Model Number: AQ537L
Donor: Sodick Co., Ltd.

Manufacturer: Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
Model: Wire-Cut EDM
Model Number: FA10SM
Donor: Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Manufacturer: JTEKT Corporation
Model: CNC Cylindrical Grinder
Model Number: GE3P-25 II
Donor: JTEKT Corporation

Manufacturer: Kuroda Precision Industries Ltd.
Model: Forming Surface Grinding Machine
Model Number: GS-45
Donor: Kuroda Precision Industries Ltd.

Manufacturer: Okuma Corporation
Model: Vertical Machining Center
Model Number: MD-46VA
Donor: Okuma Corporation

Manufacturer: Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation
Model: Die-Sinking EDM
Model Number: EA12/E
Donor: Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Manufacturer: Komatsu Industries
Corporation
Model: Servo-Press
Model Number: H1F110
Donor: Pacific Industrial Co., Ltd.

Accessories and Tools
Manufacturer: Matsui MFG Co., Ltd.
Model: Box Type Dryer
Model Number: PO-50-J
Donor: Matsui Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Manufacturer: Matsui MFG Co., Ltd.
Model: Mold Temperature Controller
Model Number: MCL-25-X-J
Donor: Matsui Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Manufacturer: Nabeya Co., Ltd.
Models: Magnetic Inserts,
Surface Plates, Vises,
Workbenches
Donor: Nabeya Co., Ltd.
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Manufacturer: Techno Washino
Model: Optical Precision Profile Grinder
Model Number: GLS-5T
Donor: Techno Washino

Manufacturer: Nakashimada Engineering
Works, Ltd.
Model: Microformer
Model Number: MF220
Donor: Meira Corporation

 The Center Presents a Report at the “Recreate People, People Recreate: A Community Creation Forum”
The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology will hold the forum on March 20 in Tokyo. The Ministry has
been working on the “formation of a hub for creating human resources that will revitalize communities” program for the purpose of
fostering human resources that will utilize the uniqueness and characteristics of universities and other institutions to revitalize local
industries and meet community needs, as well as working locally to contribute to the revitalization of their communities.
The past achievements in practical education of the Center were recognized, and we will be presenting a report in the “Leading
Human Resources in Manufacturing” session, as well as leading the session.

Forum Announcement Material

 Overview of the University
Name: National University Corporation Gifu University
Representative: President Hisataka Moriwaki
Address: 1-1 Yanagido, Gifu City, Gifu Prefecture, Japan
URL: http://www.gifu-u.ac.jp

 Inquiries About This Press Release
 Please contact the following if you have questions, wish coverage, or need information materials 
PR Agent for Gifu University: CuA united inc. (Ask for Inoue)
Phone: 052-332-1334 / FAX: 052-308-3804 / Email: info@cua-united.com / URL: http://www.cua-united.com/
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